Diversity Team Building
………… Professional Development Participant Comments
Day One
All evaluations were scored in the strongly agreed column.

Comments:
The feature to present the information for their workshop was very informative.
Thank you for today.
It was very interesting. The best inservice ever.
He did a very good job.
Excellent job.
I really enjoyed the speaker today and glad I am a part of this new team.
Very good speaker. He’s very relatable and I very much enjoyed listening to him.
He was very interesting and proved to be very knowledgeable.
The Dr. was very impressive, and I enjoyed his presentation. He was very interesting. I am looking
forward to Tuesday and Wednesday.
He done a great job. He kept my attention.
I liked how he related everything to real life experiences. It kept my attention and made it easier to
remember for the future.
I had fun and strongly advise this activity to others; I also enjoyed myself.

Diversity Team Building
……….Professional Development Participant Comments
Day Two
All evaluations were scored in the strongly agreed column.

Comments:
Great job Dr. G.! I’m looking forward to tomorrow. I hope you can come back once or twice a
year, at least, for continuing of our training.
Although I didn’t have much time to finish my collage, I had the time of my life which was
extremely exciting.
I loved cutting out the pictures in the magazine. I do think it was a little rushed and I wished
there was more time for these types of activities.
There was too much waiting time for the responses. Maybe the answers for our 3 daily
roles/jobs could have been collected in writing and put in the computer while we were working
on our life collages.
Wonderful team building exercises! Truly enjoyed the day.
Enjoy the training.
It was great!
100%
Excellent!
Enjoyed session.
Great trainer. Keeps my attention at ALL times.
He done a great job.

Diversity Team Building
……….. Professional Development Participant Comments
Day Three
All evaluations were scored in the strongly agreed column.

Comments:
I thought that the presentation gave me a lot of insight into the lives of my coworkers. It helped
me learn a lot about everyone.
He done a great job all 3 days. I enjoyed it.
I feel that I Iearned a lot of pertinent info from Dr. G and hope that I can retain and use it in the
future. I hope he comes back.
I enjoyed the way everyone was able to get to know each other and feel validated as an
individual and as a part of the team.
Informative and knowledgeable about Human Development. I enjoyed being a part of this
training.
I really enjoyed this semal it helped me to see things in a different light. I would like to see him
again. He really helped me to look at things much deeper.
I honestly enjoyed today out of all days. Thankful that you came to be a part of this training. I will
definitely take what you said and put it to some use.
I enjoyed our presentations of our collages because they described our goals, values and expectations in
life. .. and God’s got a blessing!
Very beneficial information. I will definitely be using these things I have learned these three days
throughout the rest of my life. Inspirational.
The collage was really difficult, but refreshing and liberating all at the same time. It was great!!
I really enjoyed your real life stories and how you get people to evaluate themselves. I really believe that
when you know who you are as a person first, you can better work your job, deal with other people and
children. Thanks for everything! I thoroughly enjoyed you!
This pre-service was really enjoyable. Life experiences were reflected to allow you a chance to be a
better you to excel in life.

I really enjoyed the three day workshop, my heart was just bless’d really this is my life thank god for Dr.
Michael.
I think that it was really helpful in getting to know yourself to be able to help and meet the needs of
children.
Thank you so much for this workshop. I look forward to seeing you soon. My email address is:…….. Email
me with your address in case of any questions.
This was the best training ever! I also enjoyed the interaction with staff.
Great training/ Breaking into different sessions. Kept enthusiasm high.
I really enjoyed the training. It was very helpful.
Role play examples.
I enjoyed today. I enjoyed talking with you and learning from you.
I really enjoyed listening to Dr. Gaffley. He hit the nail on the head with certain topics…Great job!!!
There is NO need for improvement this training help me find my inner person, and view life at a
different angle. This is the best training our group has had in a long time.
I really enjoyed you!!
Very good enjoy it.
I have really enjoyed these 3 days. Hate to see them come to an end. Have learned so much about self
and others. Thank you.
Really enjoyed this training and know myself a little better due to training. Thank you!
I had a wonderful time during this training.
Each day the training was progressively better than the day before.
The information was very informative and well presented. The instructor made you feel important
regardless of your position.
Very enjoyable and interesting! Best workshop I’ve ever been to!
The best workshop I have ever had the opportunity to sit in. Dr Gaffley is a great teacher! Loved the 3
days – wish it would last longer. Learned a lot from him.
This was the best training I’ve had. Very informative.
I really learned a lot, and would like to have a chance to do this again. Thanks a lot!!

I really enjoy all of your session, it was very helpful.
Learned so much about myself and my co-workers…
Enjoyed the training.
Thoroughly enjoyed it. Hope to see him again.
This was the most rewarding pre-service I’ve had!

